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	Advances in Data Mining - Theoretical Aspects and Applications: 7th Industrial Conference, ICDM 2007, 9783540734345 (3540734341), Springer, 2007

	The papers in this volume represent the proceedings of the 7th Industrial Conference on Data Mining. They are organized into topical sections on aspects of classification and prediction, clustering, web mining, data mining in medicine, applications of data mining, time series and frequent pattern mining, and association rule mining. Readers gain new insights into theories underlying data mining and discover state-of-the-technology applications.



	ICDM 2007 was the seventh event in the Industrial Conference on Data Mining series

	and was held in Leipzig (www.data-mining-forum.de).





	For this edition the Program Committee received 96 submissions from 24 countries.





	After the peer-review process, we accepted 25 high-quality papers for oral

	presentation that are included in this proceedings book. The topics range from aspects

	of classification and prediction, clustering, Web mining, data mining in medicine,

	applications of data mining, time series and frequent pattern mining, and association

	rule mining.
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Nutrition and Well-Being A-Z (Two Vol. Set)Gacl, 2004
Nutrition is one of the most important factors that impact health in all areas of the lifecycle. Pregnant women need adequate food and health care to deliver a healthy baby who has a good birth weight and a fighting chance for survival. In many regions of the world, the infant mortality rate is very high, meaning that many infants will not live...


		

World Market Price of Oil: Impacting Factors and Forecasting (SpringerBriefs in Economics)Springer, 2019

	
		This book develops new econometric models to analyze and forecast the world market price of oil. The authors construct ARIMA and Trend models to forecast oil prices, taking into consideration outside factors such as political turmoil and solar activity on the price of oil. Incorporating historical and contemporary market trends, the...



		

High-Assurance Design : Architecting Secure and Reliable Enterprise ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2005
How to Design for Software  Reliability, Security, and Maintainability

Many enterprises unfortunately depend on software that is  insecure, unreliable, and fragile. They compensate by investing heavily in  workarounds and maintenance, and by employing hordes of...





	

Modern Business Process Automation: YAWL and its Support EnvironmentSpringer, 2009


	The held of Business Process Management (BPM) is marred by a seemingly end-

	less sequence of (proposed) industry standards. Contrary to other fields (e.g.. civil

	or electronic engineering), these standards are not the result of a v\ idelj supported

	consolidation of well-understood and well-established concepts and practices. In the...

		

Evolving Connectionist Systems: The Knowledge Engineering Approach (Evolving Connectionist Systems)Springer, 2007
This second edition of Evolving Connectionist Systems presents generic computational models and techniques that can be used for the development of evolving, adaptive modelling systems, as well as new trends including computational neuro-genetic modelling and quantum information processing related to evolving systems. New applications, such as...

		

Learning ROS for Robotics Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to the Robot Operating System


	About This Book

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Create, visualize, and process Point Cloud information
	
		Easy-to-follow, practical tutorials to program your own robots
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